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Robust control from data
via uncertainty model sets identification
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SUMMARY

In this paper an integrated robust identification and control design procedure is proposed. The plant to be
controlled is supposed to be linear, time invariant, stable, possibly infinite dimensional and a set of noise-
corrupted input–output measurements is supposed to be available. The emphasis is placed on the design of
controllers guaranteeing robust stability and robust performances, and on the trade-off between controller
complexity and achievable robust performances. First, uncertainty models are identified, consisting of
parametric models of different order and tight frequency bounds on the magnitude of the unmodelled
dynamics. Second, Internal Model Controllers, guaranteeing robust closed-loop stability and best
approximating the ‘perfect control’ ideal target, are designed using H1=m-synthesis techniques. Then, the
robust performances of the designed controllers are computed, allowing one to determine the level of
model/controller complexity needed to guarantee desired closed-loop performances. Copyright # 2004
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The typical problem a control designer has to face in most practical situations can be briefly
described as follows: a physical plant is given and a control law has to be designed, able to drive
the plant to reach, if possible, given performance specifications.

The classical approach consists in building a mathematical model of the plant, on the basis of
available information on it (physical laws, time invariance, linearity, etc.) and of input–output
measurements, and then designing a control that meets the desired performance specifications
for the identified model. However, this way it is not taken into account that any identified model
is only an approximation of the actual plant. Indeed, the performances that can be actually
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achieved on the plant may be very poor, according to the size of the modelling error, and even
the closed-loop stability may be missed. These problems motivated the large interest devoted to
robustness issues in the last two decades. Robust control methodologies aim to design
controllers guaranteeing to meet the specifications not for a single nominal model, but for all
models obtained by given perturbations of the nominal model. However, the size of such
perturbations has to account for the modelling error, which is not known and has to be
estimated using available information and actual measurements on the plant. Moreover, the
nominal model and the perturbation, indicated here as uncertainty model, have to be identified
in a form suitable for the robust design, thus requiring strict interaction between identification
and control design.

In this paper an integrated identification and control design procedure is proposed. It is
supposed that the plant Po to be controlled is linear, time invariant, stable, possibly infinite
dimensional and that input–output noise-corrupted measurements are available, together with
some general information on the impulse response decay rate of the plant and on the
characteristics of the noise. The emphasis is placed on the design of controllers guaranteeing
robust stability and robust performances when used on the actual plant, and on the trade-off
between controller complexity and achievable robust performances.

The proposed design procedure is based on the following main steps.
First, uncertainty models M are identified, consisting of models M of different order and

frequency bounds on the magnitude of the modelling error D ¼ Po �M: The models are
selected within given classes of parametric models MðpÞ; by estimating the parameter vector #pp
minimizing the H1 norm of the modelling error. The non-parametric part of the uncertainty
models accounts for the unmodelled dynamics, by evaluating tight frequency bounds WDðoÞ on
their frequency response, assuring that, under the considered assumptions, the plant Po is within
the uncertainty models.

Second, Internal Model Controllers (IMC), guaranteeing robust closed-loop stability and
approximating frequency domain ‘perfect control’ ideal target, are designed for each identified
model set using H1=m-synthesis techniques. Then, the robust performances of the designed
controllers, i.e. the performances that can be guaranteed for all systems belonging to the
uncertainty models, are derived. The derived controllers can be further reduced by means of
standard approximation techniques until the corresponding guaranteed performances are
considered acceptable.

A key point in the proposed procedure is the identification of the uncertainty model. In the
last decade this problem has been widely studied. For an extensive list of references, see e.g. the
surveys [1–3]. However, most of the papers in the literature use a non-parametric approach,
leading to identified models of high order, greater or equal to the number of data. As a
consequence, if the control is designed using H1 robust methods, the controller complexity is
quite ‘high’. More importantly, only rough bounds are usually derived on the magnitude of the
identification error, whose degree of conservativeness is unknown or quite high. Consequently,
the guaranteed performances may result very poor and conservative.

In order to overcome in a systematic way these drawbacks, here a mixed parametric and non-
parametric approach is used, aimed to derive uncertainty models with low order nominal
models and tight bounds on the modelling errors, along the lines of References [4–9]. In the
present paper, it is considered that measurements in the time or frequency domain are available,
corrupted by pointwise ð‘1Þ bounded errors, possibly with known deterministic-correlation
noise properties.
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2. FROM DATA TO ROBUST DESIGN

Consider a causal, linear, time-invariant, BIBO-stable, SISO-process Po; unknown except for
some noise-corrupted measurements, either in the time domain or in the frequency domain, and
for some general prior information on plant memory and measurement noise.

The model based procedure for designing a robust control consists of the following three
main steps:

1. Uncertainty model set identification.
Evaluate, from the available prior information and measured data on the plant Po:
- a low-order parametric model Mnð #ppÞ with transfer function of given order n depending
on a parameter vector p 2 Rq;
- a tight frequency domain bound WDðoÞ on the magnitude of the modelling error
D ¼ Po �Mnð #ppÞ guaranteeing that:

Po 2 MðMnð #ppÞ;WDÞ ¼ fMnð #ppÞ þ D : jDðoÞj4WDðoÞ;8og ð1Þ

In Section 3, the way this step can be worked out is illustrated in some details. Moreover,
the subscript n in Mn is omitted when unnecessary.

2. Robust IMC design.
Consider an Internal Model Control (IMC) structure and compute the parameter
function Qn taking into account the ‘perfect control’ ideal target ð1�QMÞ ¼ 0 and the
robust stability constraint jjQDjj151: Such a problem can be formulated in terms of
H1=m optimization and solved as described in Section 4.

3. Guaranteed closed-loop performances computation.
Calculate the guaranteed closed-loop performances, that is to say calculate the frequency
bounds for the considered performance:

%
Hðo;Q;MÞ4j *HHð jo;Q;PÞj4 %HHðo;Q;MÞ;8P 2 MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ ð2Þ

where

%HHðo;Q;MÞ ¼ sup
P2MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ

j *HHð jo;Q;PÞj

%
Hðo;Q;MÞ ¼ inf

P2MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ
j *HHð jo;Q;PÞj

and *HHð�Þ are closed-loop transfer functions of interest, like sensitivity, complementary
sensitivity, etc.

3. UNCERTAINTY MODEL SET IDENTIFICATION

In this section it is shown how to perform the uncertainty model set identification using sampled
data measurements of the plant. A discrete-time model is looked for to approximate the
discrete-time system Po; consisting of the plant and the input and output sampling devices.

Consider the Banach space P of causal, single-input single-output, linear time-invariant,
discrete-time, BIBO-stable dynamical processes.

Suppose that a plant Po 2 P; possibly infinite dimensional, has to be identified on the basis of
noise-corrupted measurements and prior information on the system and the noise.
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The measurements can be in the time, frequency or mixed time and frequency domain. Such
an experimental information consists of a finite number N of samples and can be expressed in
the form:

yN ¼ FNh
Po

þ eN

where yN ¼ ½y0 . . . yN�1�T 2 RN is a known vector depending on the actual measurements, FN 2
RN�1 is a known matrix indicating how the measurements depend on Po; hP

o

¼ ½hP
o

0 hP
o

1 . . .�T 2
R1 is an unknown vector containing the impulse response fhP

o

g ¼ fhP
o

0 ; hP
o

1 ; � � �g of Po; and
eN ¼ ½e0 . . . eN�1�T 2 RN is an unknown vector representing the measurement noise. Explicit
expressions of matrix FN for time and/or frequency domain experiments can be found in
Reference [9]. Let PoðzÞ ¼

P1
k¼0 hP

o

k z�k be the z-transform of hP
o

; while jjPoðzÞjj1 ¼ sup04o42p
jPoðejoÞj denotes the H1 norm of Po:

The prior information on plant Po is a bound on its impulse response decay rate:

Po 2 K ¼ fP 2 P : jhP‘ j4Lr‘;8‘ 2 Z1
0 g

where L > 0 and 05r51 are known constants, and Zn
m denotes the set of integers ‘ such that

m4‘4n:
The prior information on noise eN is given as

eN 2 Be ¼ f *eeN 2 RN : jjW�1
e A *eeN jj141g

where A 2 Rl�N is a known matrix with l5N; We ¼ diagðwe;1; . . . ;we;lÞ 2 Rl�l is a known
weighting matrix with we;k > 0 8k; and jjW�1

e A *eeN jj1 ¼ max14k4l w
�1
e;k jðA *eeNÞkj: This assumption

can accommodate not only for information on maximal noise magnitude, i.e. jjW�1
e *eeN jj1 ¼

max14k4N w�1
e;k j *eekj41; as typically done in most of the literature, but can also account for

possible information on deterministic cross-covariance or autocorrelation properties of the
noise.

In the overall identification procedure, a key role is played by the Feasible Systems Set, often
called ‘unfalsified systems set’, i.e. the set of all processes consistent with prior information and
measured data.

Definition 1 (Feasible Systems Set)

FSS ¼ fP 2 K : jjW�1
e A � ðyN � FNh

PÞjj141g

If prior assumptions on plant Po 2 K and on noise eN 2 Be are ‘true’, this set includes Po; an
important property in view of subsequent use for robust control design. As required in any
identification theory, the problem of checking the validity of priors arises. Indeed, the only thing
that can be actually done is to check if measured data falsify the priors. This is equivalent to
check if FSS is empty, being the FSS the set of unfalsified systems. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for such a check are given in Reference [10]. The FSS can be considered an
uncertainty model set for Po and, in the line with the robustness paradigm, control should be
designed to be robust versus such an uncertainty model set. However, the FSS is not represented
in a suitable form to be used by robust control design techniques, and model sets with such a
property have to be looked for. Moreover, to be consistent with robust control design
philosophy, uncertainty model sets including the set of unfalsified systems have to be looked for.
This is formalized by the following definition.
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Definition 2 (Uncertainty model set)
A set of models M � P is a model set for Po if:

M � FSS

In this paper, additive frequency-shaped model sets are considered, of the form:

MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ ¼ fMð #ppÞ þ D : jDðoÞj4WDðoÞ; 8o 2 ½0; 2p�g ð3Þ

where, for given Mð #ppÞ 2 P; WDðoÞ has to be chosen such that MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ is a model set for
Po; i.e. 8o 2 ½0; 2p� the following condition has to be guaranteed:

WDðoÞ5 sup
P2FSS

jPðoÞ �Mðo; #ppÞj ¼ WDðo;Mð #ppÞÞ

For given frequency o 2 ½0; 2p�; exact computation of WDðo;Mð #ppÞÞ is not easy, but convergent
upper and lower bounds %WW n

mðoÞ and
%
W n

mðoÞ are provided by the method presented in Reference
[9]. In fact, for given n 2 Z1

1 and m 2 Z1
3 ; WDðo;Mð #ppÞÞ can be bounded as

%
W n

mðoÞ4WDðo;Mð #ppÞÞ4 %WW n
mðoÞ

with the convergence property:

lim
n;m!1

%WW n
mðoÞ ¼ lim

n;m!1 %
W n

mðoÞ ¼ WDðo;Mð #ppÞÞ

Obviously, WDðo;Mð #ppÞÞ can be actually evaluated only on a finite set of frequencies. If P 2 K ;
the variation rate of jDðoÞj is bounded by max04o42p ðd=doÞjDðoÞj4Lr=ð1� rÞ2: This
information can be used to choose how coarse the gridding has to be for the intersample
variation to be negligible.

The error between Po and a given nominal model Mð #ppÞ is measured by a weighted H1 norm:

jjPo �Mð #ppÞjjWC
1 ¼ sup

04o42p
jW�1

C ðoÞ � ½PoðoÞ �Mðo; #ppÞ�j

whereWCðoÞ is a known positive weighting function, suitably selected according to the intended
use of the identified model. For example, if identification is aimed to derive an uncertainty
model set for H1 robust control design, WCðoÞ can be computed so that the identified model
optimally approximates the closed-loop performance that is underlying the control design, (see
e.g. Reference [11]). Since Po is only known to belong to FSS, the following identification error
may be defined.

Definition 3 (Model set identification error)

EðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ ¼ sup
P2FSS

jjP�Mð #ppÞjjWC
1

Error EðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ gives a measure of the model uncertainty, being the radius of the
minimal ball in the jj � jjWC

1 norm with centre Mð #ppÞ and containing the set of unfalsified systems
FSS. Exact computation of EðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ is hard, but the following convergent upper and
lower bounds %EEn

m and
%
En

m are provided by the procedure described in Reference [9, Theorem 4]:

%
En

mðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ4EðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ4 %EEn
mðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ
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where

%
En

mðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ ¼ sup
04o42p %

W n
mðoÞW

�1
C ðoÞ

%EEn
mðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ ¼ sup

04o42p

%WW n
mðoÞW

�1
C ðoÞ ð4Þ

and

lim
n;m!1

%EEn
mðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ ¼ lim

n;m!1 %
En

mðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ ¼ EðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ

The model set uncertainty can be minimized by appropriately choosing the nominal model
Mð #ppÞ: The best model set corresponds to MðpnÞ; where

pn ¼ arg min
p

EðMðMð #ppÞ;WDÞÞ ð5Þ

can be found by means of iterative nonlinear optimization algorithms. The model MðpnÞ; where
pn is solution of (5), is the so called ‘conditional centre’ of FSS. Finding conditional centres is
hard, see e.g. Reference [12] for some results in the case that the class of models MðpÞ is linear in
the parameters, e.g. represented by FIR, Laguerre, Kautz or orthonormal basis functions. These
models are essentially with fixed poles and the problem arises in terms of choosing a ‘good’
basis, i.e. ‘good’ model poles, since this choice affects, for given model order, the identification
accuracy. On the other hand, models nonlinear in the parameters, able to arrange also their
poles, may improve the identification accuracy, but make problem (5) non-convex, and trapping
in local minima may take place. In such a case, the choice of a good starting point to be used by
iterative nonlinear optimization algorithms for solving (5) is very important. Indeed, very good
results may be achieved by using the procedure proposed in Reference [10]:

- compute the ‘nearly optimal’ FIRn model Mno
n 2 FSS; whose impulse response is obtained

as solution of a suitable linear programming problem;
- compute reduced order models Mr

nð #ppÞ of M
no
n by means of Hankel norm approximation or

balanced realization and SVD truncation.

This is due to the well-known relationship between Hankel and H1 norms, and to the fact that
Mr

n is a ‘nearly central’ projection model in the Hankel norm. Indeed, central projection models
are known to provide good approximations of conditionally central models, see Reference [12].

The described Set Membership H1 identification procedure can be performed using the
Matlab tool SMID presented in Reference [13].

The above method allows to derive ‘hard’ uncertainty models, making use of the knowledge
of deterministic constraints on measurement noise. If probabilistic information on the noise is
available, ‘soft’ uncertainty models, guaranteeing the inclusion property (1) with assigned
probability, can be estimated using the method of Reference [14].

4. ROBUST IMC DESIGN AND GUARANTEED CLOSED-LOOP PERFORMANCES

The robust Internal Model Control (IMC) design is carried out in the continuous-time setting,
using the continuous-time uncertainty model derived by applying the bilinear transformation to
the discrete-time uncertainty model identified with the method presented in the previous section.
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It is well known that, in the case of stable plant, the IMC structure (see Figure 1 with D ¼ 0)
parameterizes, in terms of a stable transfer function Q; all the controllers C which provide
stability of the closed-loop system with unity negative feedback:

C ¼
Q

1�QM

The design of the controller C is, then, equivalent to the design of its parametrization Q; but
some remarkable advantages, such as stability preservation, are obtained by using the IMC
implementation in presence of saturating actuators (see References [15, 16]).

Now consider the IMC structure of Figure 1, with model uncertainty D=0; and define as
usual the sensitivity and the complementary sensitivity functions:

SðsÞ ¼
YðsÞ
DðsÞ

TðsÞ ¼
YðsÞ
RðsÞ

IMC methods have been investigated in past years for designing robust control in the face of
unmodelled dynamics, see References [15, 17, 18]. It is straightforward to compute that, if the
closed loop is robustly stable in the face of model uncertainty D; and

1�QM ¼ 0 ð6Þ

then S ¼ 0 and T ¼ 1 (‘perfect control’) for all stable D:However, it is also usually required that
Q is proper and stable and these requirements cannot be met by the choice Q ¼ M�1 if M is
strictly proper or nonminimum-phase.

In standard IMC approach, the parameter Q is obtained as Q ¼ *QQF and a two stage design
procedure is adopted. First, a nominal design (i.e. D ¼ 0) is performed computing *QQ by
minimizing jjð1�M *QQÞvjj2 for some canonical signal v ¼ r� d (typically step signal). Then, the
filter F is chosen as a rational function such that Q is proper and nominal closed loop is
internally stable. The filter F is designed depending on a parameter l; whose value is related to
the nominal closed-loop bandwidth. Then, on the basis of model uncertainty, the parameter l is
chosen to give the maximal bandwidth compatible with stability and performance of the actual
ðD=0Þ closed loop, looking at the quality of the actual response to the considered canonical
reference signals.

In this paper, the IMC design problem is reformulated in terms of H1=m-optimization.
Considering the ‘perfect control’ ideal target (6), a cost function is defined in terms of the H1

norm of ð1�QMnð #ppÞÞ: Moreover the robust stability constraint imposed by the Small Gain
Theorem requires jjQDjj151; being �Q the transfer function from yD to uD (see Figure 1), for

Figure 1. IMC structure.
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which a sufficient condition is jjQWDðoÞjj151: Then two different problems are considered and
compared: nominal performance optimization with robust stability, and robust performance
optimization. In the first case (nominal performance), Q is obtained as solution of the following
constrained optimization problem:

#QQH1 ¼ arg min
Q2RH1

jj½1�QMnð #ppÞ�W jj1

s:t: jjQWDðoÞjj151

while in the second one (robust performance) Q is obtained as

#QQm ¼ arg min
Q2RH1

sup
jDj4WD

jj½1�QðMnð #ppÞ þ DÞ�W jj1

s:t: jjQWDðoÞjj151 ð7Þ

where W is a weighting function (not necessarily rational) defined on the basis of the spectral
features of signals rðtÞ and dðtÞ:

The first problem can be reformulated in terms of standard H1-optimization in the following
way:

Qn
H1

¼ arg min
Q2RH1

½1�QMnð #ppÞ�Ws

QWr

�����
�����

�����
�����
1

ð8Þ

while the robust performance problem can be reformulated in terms of m-synthesis:

Qn
m ¼ arg min

Q2RH1

sup
o2R

mðoÞ ð9Þ

where m ¼ jWrQj þ jð1�QMnÞWsj;WsðsÞ is a rational approximation ofW and WrðsÞ is a stable
rational function tightly overbounding WD (see Reference [19] for a systematic approach for
such overbounding).

Once completed the design procedure, the uncertainty model can be used to calculate the
guaranteed closed-loop performances, that is to calculate the frequency bounds for the
considered performance, for given o 2 Rþ; Qn 2 RH1 and MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ � P:

%
Hðo;Q;MÞ4j *HHð jo;Q;PÞj4 %HHðo;Q;MÞ; 8P 2 MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ ð10Þ

where

%HHðo;Q;MÞ ¼ sup
P2MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ

j *HHð jo;Q;PÞj

%
Hðo;Q;MÞ ¼ inf

P2MðMð #ppÞ;WDÞ
j *HHð jo;Q;PÞj

and *HHð�Þ are closed-loop transfer functions of interest, such as sensitivity, control effort and
complementary sensitivity.

It can be noted that, even in the case of robust performance optimization where the controller
is directly designed in order to provide robust performances, this a posteriori robustness analysis
is necessary to verify if the obtained closed loop guarantees the fulfillment of the performance
requirements when the original weights W and WD are considered instead of their rational
approximations (Ws and Wr; respectively) used in the design.
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Moreover, it is straightforward that such a computation can be applied to any given
stabilizing controller. Thus, the computation of the guaranteed performance obtained with a
reduced order controller, provided by standard order reduction technique, allow us to suitably
trade off between controller complexity and robust performance fulfilment.

The computation of the guaranteed performance bound can be performed by using
the Matlab tool GPC presented in Reference [13] or the method described in Reference
[20].

5. EXAMPLE

Robust control from data of the following nonminimum-phase continuous-time system is
considered:

PðsÞ ¼
�0:0609s4 � 0:4871s3 � 0:4871s2 þ 1:9482sþ 2:9224

s4 þ 0:4311s3 þ 2:6764s2 þ 0:4384sþ 0:1412

The available experimental information is made up by N ¼ 1100 samples of the system output
to a PRBS input of unitary amplitude, using Ts ¼ 1 s as sampling time. These samples are
corrupted by a pointwise bounded noise eN with jeij44; i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; 1099: This data set is used
to identify a discrete-time uncertainty model guaranteeing to contain the discrete-time system
Po; consisting of the plant and the input and output sampling devices.

The prior information assumed on Po is L ¼ 6 and r ¼ 0:93; which has been validated using
Theorem 2 in Reference [10]. This is a quite ‘safe’ prior assumption, since stronger assumptions
are still not invalidated by data, e.g. L ¼ 6 and r ¼ 0:91; or L ¼ 5 and r ¼ 0:93:

Different nominal models have been identified, with their corresponding model sets:

- a 150th order FIR model Mno
150 provided by the ‘nearly optimal’ algorithm;

- approximations of Mno
150 of order 2–6, denoted by M22M6; provided by the procedure

described in Section 3.

The computations of the sup04o42p required in (4), with WCðoÞ ¼ 1 8o 2 ½0; 2p�; have been
carried on by gridding o on a sufficiently coarse set of frequencies. Indeed, the value sets VðoÞ
have been computed on a set To of 500 equispaced frequencies in the interval ½0;p�:

The obtained values of the lower and upper bounds on the identification error EðMÞ for the
identified model sets Mno

150 and Mn (with nominal model Mn), for n ¼ 2; . . . ; 6; are reported in
Table I.

From these results it is seen that model sets of order higher than 4 do not allow to improve the
identification error. Then the control design is performed on model sets M4: The magnitude
frequency response of the identified model set M4 is reported in Figure 2 and compared with the
actual system Po: Note that the nominal model M4 almost coincides with the actual plant Po:

The nominal reduced order model M4; mapped in s-domain using inverse bilinear
transformation with a sampling time Ts ¼ 1 s; and the corresponding information about
identification error are used for computing Qn

H1
and Qn

m as described in Section 4.
Attenuation of 50 dB of additive output disturbance dðtÞ (see Figure 1) in the frequency band

o 2 ½0; 10�4� rad=s and maximum sensitivity peak of 6 dB are the considered performance
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specification. Then the following performance weighting function is assumed:

W ¼
312:5 for o 2 ½0; 10�4� rad=s

0:5 for o 2 ½10�4;1� rad=s

(

In order to use the H1=m-optimization algorithms available under Matlab, the two rational
functionsWrðsÞ andWsðsÞ mentioned in Section 4 must be used, respectively, in place ofWD and
W : Considering that WD is approximately constant, a suitable choice for Wr is the following:

WrðsÞ ¼ %EE150
16 ðM4Þ ¼ 3:49

A reasonable (low-order) rational approximation of W is

WsðsÞ ¼
0:5012ðsþ 0:3786Þ

sþ 0:0006

The optimization (8) was performed using standard g-iteration algorithm which provided a fifth
order controller Cn

H1
¼ Qn

H1
=ð1�M4Q

n
H1

Þ while the optimization (9) was actually performed
using D-K iteration algorithm. Starting with the initial scaling weighting matrix D set to
identity, the procedure provides both robust stability and robust performance requirements
fulfillment (i.e. supo2R mðoÞ51) after 2 D–K iterations. The obtained 12th order controller

Table I. Identification error for model sets Mno
150 and

Mn with n ¼ 2; . . . ; 6

M
%
E150

16 ðMÞ %EE150
16 ðMÞ

Mno
150 3.57 3.61

M2 6.49 6.52
M3 5.31 5.34
M4 3.48 3.49
M5 3.48 3.49
M6 3.48 3.49

Figure 2. Frequency response of model set M4:
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Figure 3. Guaranteed bounds on sensitivity (thin), nominal sensitivity (dashed) and performance weight
W (thick solid) with controller Qn

H1
(above), Qn

m (middle) and Qn
r (below).
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Cn
m ¼ Qn

m =ð1�M4Q
n
m Þ is then reduced to a fifth order controller Cn

r ¼ Qn
r =ð1�M4Q

n
r Þ using

standard model order reduction techniques.
Figure 3 shows the guaranteed sensitivity upper and lower bounds obtained with the H1

controller Qn
H1

; the m full order controller Qn
m and the reduced order controller Qn

r ; respectively.
The analysis of these results provides interesting information to the designer about the trade-off
between closed-loop performances and controller complexity. As a matter of fact, in the
example considered here the computation of the guaranteed sensitivity performances show that
a fifth order controller Cn

r can be used instead of the full order controller Cn
m provided by the

D–K algorithm without any performance degradation. It is also interesting to note that H1

controller Cn
H1

¼ Qn
H1

=ð1�M4Q
n
H1

Þ; though of the same order of Cr; do not provide robust
performances at frequencies greater than 1 rad=s thus justifying the major computational
complexity needed to obtain Cn

m :

6. CONCLUSIONS

An integrated robust identification and control design procedure was proposed and tested on an
example. The emphasis, in this paper, was placed on the design of controllers guaranteeing
robust stability and robust performances, and on the trade-off between controller complexity
and achievable robust performances. At first step, uncertainty models are identified, consisting
of parametric models of different order and tight frequency bounds on the magnitude of the
unmodelled dynamics. At second step, Internal Model Controllers, guaranteeing robust closed
loop stability and best approximating the ‘perfect control’ ideal target, are designed using
H1=m-synthesis techniques. At third step, robust performances of the designed controllers are
computed, allowing one to determine the level of model/controller complexity needed to
guarantee desired closed loop performances.
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